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“Passages” has several photos of archways and openings
superimposed and layered onto each other in several apps.
After printing onto cotton, additional collage, stitching,

and inking were done.
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There are many ways to blend together and mix
your media. Ask any experimental artist and you
will discover unique ways to enhance, embellish,
inform, and cross-pollinate your visual work. It
is fun to read about what others do and how
they interpret using materials. And for me, it is
even more fun to discover unique ways to use
imagery and materials for myself. I love using
unexpected treatments and materials in my
work and incorporate things learned from one
media type and use it in another.

One day I might also become a multi-media
artist and learn to combine performance art with
my painting or textile art. So far, I haven't
figured out how to successfully combine my
limited singing, ukulele, and dance skills with
my painting aptitude......When I do, I will
submit a YouTube editorial for
entertainment...hah! I think NOT!!!!!

“Outrigger” incorporated
overlapping squares of colour.

“Horse of a Different Colour- Horse #4” was based
on a photo of a large acrylic horse painting I did. The
colour was manipulated in an app, printed onto
cotton, strips of solid cottons collaged on top, and
then stretched onto a 12”x12” canvas frame.

“Good Girl” is based on a photograph I took of my
dog, Maggie. It was manipulated in some apps and
the round ‘sun’ design was drawn in another app.
Once the dog image was printed onto cotton, collage

and machine embroidery were added.
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I love to learn from masters in their field and do
a lot of experimenting on my own. I fully
subscribe to the quote “Learn the rules like a
pro, so you can break them like an artist” by
Pablo Picasso.

There are several artists in FAN who have done
some wonderful work using computer graphics
and apps. Many have also taken “Art on the
iPad” courses. They will know how addictive it is
to enhance your work using the plethora of apps
out there.

My recent learning journey has included
providing a second life and direction to some of
my photographs, paintings, and mixed media
works. It is another way to work on fabric and in
a series.

“Modern Monet” is based on a photo of an acrylic
painting I did. It was somewhat manipulated in apps,
printed onto silk and placed onto hand dyed cotton.

Collage and inking completed the imagery.

“Kitten Little” started out with a photo of a
pineapple painting I did, superimposed onto travel
photos. Additional collage and fussy-cut cats were

a fun experiment.

...continued on next page

“Poolside Jungle” incorporates several photos
manipulated in apps, collage, inking, colored

pencil. A fun trip with pineapples and pina colada!
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I have been combining photos of some of my
painted and mixed media creations, with
photos or drawings and then manipulated them
in numerous art and photo apps. Sometimes I
start with a photo I have taken on travels as
the jumping-off point.

Once I have an image I find interesting, I print
it onto cotton or silk fabric sheets using my
Epson printer (dye-based ink). Then I can
stitch further on the image and add new fabric
collage elements or add additional paint and
ink onto the surface.

It is especially gratifying to begin with a photo
of a finished art piece that I have created and
then take it in new directions by superimposing
additional art and photos and app features
onto the original.

“The Playground” is based on a photo of
vignette taken in my garden, and then
manipulated in a few apps. Collage and
machine embroidery on top, and then
stretched onto a 12”x12” canvas.

“Tahiti Bronze” is a
collection of imagery of
my husband Tom on
the medal podium for
outrigger paddling,
manipulated in apps,
printed onto cotton,

then further
embellished with
collage, inks, and
pencil crayon
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I must say, documenting the process becomes
problematic at times. Most imagery has
undergone countless steps prior to printing.
Then it undergoes more change once printed
onto fabric. There is a complexity and depth to
the imagery which I find appealing.

When I am layering imagery, I usually think of
transparency and opacity in most of the steps to
decide which images to bring forward and which
are to recede.

Since I only have a regular size printer, I have
only printed onto 8.5”x11” size sheets. Then I
expand the image by adhering it to another
piece of fabric and adding collage to incorporate
it into the background.

Sometimes I add machine and hand embroidery,
but often the collage and inking is sufficient.
Sometimes I add pencil crayon and beads and
embellishment like couching on top.

The end result is stretched over more batting
which is placed on top of a 12”x12” canvas and
then stapled in place.

Some of the processes and materials used for
each art piece are described for each example
shown to illustrate and provide an idea of the
methods incorporated.

Hope you are inspired to play with some art
apps if you haven't already! And try to break
some rules!

“Ribbon Winner” - photo of one of my horses
manipulated in apps, rosettes drawn in apps,

printed onto cotton, collage,
machine embroidery, and quilting.

“Heaven Sent” is a collection of photos of my dad
in his favourite chair while visiting me, and my
garden where he often strolled and pruned. He is
wearing a wool vest he also shared with husband
Tom. I made this for my mom as a memory piece

and she loves it


